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to purchasing the books on CD. Would this present copyright concerns?

**ANSWER:** Yes, it would present copyright concerns if the intent is to download books onto a server so that multiple users can listen to them rather than paying a license fee. While individuals may purchase downloads from Audible.com and other companies, the license agreement to which they must agree assumes that the downloading is being done for one listener. The proposed activity is equivalent to buying one copy of a printed book and then photocopying it to lend rather than purchasing multiple copies. It may be possible to obtain a multiple listener license from these companies, which the library should do if it intends to substitute downloads for purchasing books on CD.

**QUESTION:** A school takes the position that fair use does not apply to podcasts since they are syndicated and are not confined to the classroom. Is this correct?

**ANSWER:** Actually no. A podcast is simply a way to disseminate a speech or a talk. So, it depends on the podcast and the copyright owner. The owner may be delighted to have the podcast made public to everyone; on the other hand, the owner may restrict access or require anyone who obtains access to agree to the terms of a license. Fair use does apply to podcasts, but if the work is licensed, the license agreement trumps fair use.

**QUESTION:** When posting materials on Blackboard for a class, if the articles and chapters are documented and properly cited, is it necessary to seek permission to post them? Or is documenting/citing the source enough to satisfy copyright concerns?

**ANSWER:** This question mixes two things: copyright and plagiarism. The copyright concern is copying the materials in the first place since reproduction is one of the exclusive rights of the copyright holder. Plagiarism is claiming original authorship of someone else’s work or incorporating it without adequate acknowledgement. So, copyright is not concerned with citing or attribution typically but with reproduction, distribution, display, etc.

Before the Web and course management software, faculty members often photocopied handouts and distributed them to members of a class. The Guidelines on Multiple Copyright for Classroom Use were negotiated under Congress in 1976 as a good balance of the interests of publishers and those of educators. They specified which activities and within what limits would constitute fair use for producing handouts of copyrighted works for students in nonprofit educational institutions. One requirement is that the faculty member seek permission when the same item is used as a handout for a second term. Applying the guidelines to the electronic environment means that posting an article for a class on Blackboard (within the limits of the guidelines) would require permission for use the second semester.

An excellent alternative is to provide a link to the item on the Web or to a licensed resource to which the educational institution subscribes. It requires no permission to post the link.

**QUESTION:** May a library place on reserve a copy of a journal issue that is personally owned by a faculty member? If so, may it remain on reserve for multiple semesters?

**ANSWER:** Yes. If the journal issue is owned either by the library or by a faculty or staff member, it may be placed on reserve indefinitely. Putting an original copy on reserve does not implicate copyright in any way since the library is not reproducing the work for reserve. If it is a photocopy that is being placed on reserve, whether personally owned by a faculty member or made by the library, it is a reproduction and permission should be sought for use after the first term it is on reserve for that faculty member.

---

**Questions & Answers from page 63**

**QUESTION:** The one event that really stops a staff is the loss of one of its members. A few weeks ago, our Acquisitions Librarian passed away. We stopped to grieve and support each other. Everyone remembered so many wonderful times and funny incidences. Suzan was a friend to everyone. She was quiet, and an extremely hard worker, finding ways and places to acquire materials that never seemed to be on the map. It was hard to believe that she wouldn’t just come through the door some morning and say hey to all of us. You feel that in your heart, and yet you know the dichotomy, that she will never come again. She worked on the other side of the partition in her name. No surprise to any of us that it was an animal rescue group. Everyone donated graciously and we hoped that would be enough to remember her. Many of us have absorbed bits and pieces of her job until another person can be found for that position, and find we are adapting slowly to the changes in her leaving. She worked on the other side of the partition from me and I can still hear some of her daily comments and laughs when I get low. She has never failed to lift us in life or death.

The interesting part of this life drama is that the administration, as affected as everyone else, has been great in supporting our grieving processes. They recognized the problem, afforded us a number of ways to pursue our separate processes, and they have continued to check on our progress in the midst of end-of-year procedures. I understand that not all workplaces follow these procedures, but it is important to the efficiency of the Team. People must understand that you care about them and can afford some simple changes in the face of grief, before they can want to buy into the Team needs and be supportive of the Group at other times. Being respectful of others feelings is important to the smooth working of a Team. You may not find this in any books, but I find it each day in the hearts and minds of all who work here. Is this something you need to think about in your workplace?